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In this work I develop a new framework for anisotropic hydrodynamics that generalizes the lead-
ing order of the hydrodynamic expansion to the full (3+1)-dimensional anisotropic massive case.
Following previous works, my considerations are based on the Boltzmann kinetic equation with the
collisional term treated in the relaxation time approximation. The momentum anisotropy is included
explicitly in the leading term, allowing for a large difference between the longitudinal and trans-
verse pressures as well as for non trivial transverse dynamics. Energy and momentum conservation
is expressed by the first moment of the Boltzmann equation. The system of equations is closed
by using the zeroth and second moments of the Boltzmann equation. The close-to-equilibrium
matching with second-order viscous hydrodynamics is demonstrated. In particular, I show that
the coupling between shear and bulk pressure corrections, recently proved to be important for an
accurate description of momentum anisotropy and bulk viscous dynamics, does not vanish in the
close-to-equilibrium limit.
PACS numbers: 12.38.Mh, 24.10.Nz, 25.75.-q, 51.10.+y, 52.27.Ny
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I. INTRODUCTION
The successful application of relativistic viscous hydrodynamics in the description of heavy-ion collisions at RHIC
(Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider) and the LHC (Large Hadron Collider) has triggered a large interest in the devel-
opment of the hydrodynamic framework [1–27]. In this very active research field, several studies pointed out that
viscous corrections combined with rapid longitudinal expansion (caused by large longitudinal gradients) result in a
substantial pressure asymmetry at early times, even at a very low viscosity to entropy density ratio, 4πη/S ∼ 1.
Similarly, a variety of microscopic models (string models, color glass condensate, pQCD kinetic calculations) pre-
dict large momentum anisotropies at early times. In fact, even in the limit of infinitely strong coupling, where the
AdS/CFT correspondence can be used as an effective model, one finds a significant difference between the pressures
in the transverse plane and in the longitudinal direction [28, 29]. Interestingly, this difference slowly decays with
time. Large pressure anisotropies are a cause for concern, since viscous hydrodynamics treats pressure corrections
in a perturbative manner and one may question the validity of the standard approximation scheme. Indeed, the
presence of very large shear corrections (of the order of the isotropic pressure) may lead to unphysical results such as
the negative longitudinal pressure and/or negative one-particle distribution functions.
A new approach to treat these problems is anisotropic hydrodynamics (aHydro) [30–42]. In this approach, in
contrast with the conventional treatment, the effects connected with the expected high degree of pressure anisotropy
of the produced matter are included in the leading order of the hydrodynamic expansion. In the original formulation
of aHydro, the leading order includes a single anisotropy parameter taking into account a large difference between the
longitudinal and transverse pressures. Unfortunately, this approach is unable to reproduce the pressure anisotropy in
the transverse plane, which is generated by the radial flow [40]. The transverse pressure anisotropy is important for
the correct description of transverse collective behavior and treatable, at least in the close to equilibrium limit, with
the well-established framework of second-order viscous hydrodynamics.
In Ref. [43], Bazow, Heinz, and Strickland extended the aHydro framework to the (2+1)-dimensional case (boost
invariant but cylindrically asymmetric expansion, later denoted as the (2+1)D case). This formalism uses, however,
the Romatschke-Strickland (RS) form [44] of the distribution function at leading order, which implies that the trans-
verse pressure asymmetries can be included only through the second-order corrections. On the other hand, it has been
demonstrated in Ref. [45] that it is possible to generalize the background, allowing nontrivial transverse dynamics
already at leading order. In Ref. [45] the leading order of anisotropic hydrodynamics for the (1+1)D case (boost invari-
ant and cylindrically symmetric radial flow) was reformulated by introducing two independent anisotropy parameters,
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2see also [46]. Afterwards, Nopoush, Ryblewski and Strickland introduced an additional parameter accounting for the
isotropic pressure correction and better treatment of the bulk viscous pressure of massive systems [47].
In this paper, I present a new set of equations for anisotropic hydrodynamics in the (3+1)D case (a general three-
dimensional expansion without constraints coming from boost invariance or cylindrical symmetry) including the effects
of finite particle masses. Non-trivial transverse dynamics, i.e., a possibility that the two components of the transverse
pressure are different, is naturally incorporated into the leading order of expansion. We show that the structure of
our equations corresponds to that known from the recent second-order formulations of viscous hydrodynamics, if the
system is close to local equilibrium. In particular, a coupling between shear and bulk viscous corrections is consistently
reproduced. This coupling has been proven to be very important for a correct description of both pressure anisotropy
and bulk viscous dynamics [49, 50].
The paper is organized as follows: In the next Section, I discuss the Boltzmann equation in the relaxation time
approximation, introduce the anisotropic phase-space distribution function, and discuss the zeroth and first moments
of the kinetic equation. The anisotropic distribution function is characterized by a momentum scale parameter λ,
a rank-two tensor ξµν responsible for the pressure anisotropy, and a scalar parameter φ accounting for the isotropic
pressure correction. The selection of the dynamic equations is discussed in Sec. III. Section IV contains an analysis
of the second moment of the Boltzmann equation. In Sec. V I analyze the close to equilibrium limit and discuss the
matching with the second-order viscous hydrodynamics. I summarize and conclude in Sec. VI. Throughout the paper
I am using the natural units, where c = ~ = kB = 1 and the metric tensor has the signature (+,−,−,−). Details of
the calculations are presented in the Appendix.
II. BOLTZMANN EQUATION IN THE RELAXATION TIME APPROXIMATION
The basis of this work is the Boltzmann equation with the collisional kernel treated in relaxation-time approximation
(RTA) [51–55]
p · ∂f = p · U
τeq.
(
feq. − f
)
. (1)
In Eq. (1), f is the phase-space distribution function, τeq is the relaxation time, and feq is the local equilibrium
distribution function. For sake of simplicity, in the present work we consider a Boltzmann gas and neglect conserved
charges. Thus, the local equilibrium distribution has the form
feq.(x, p) = N˜ exp
(
−p · U
T
)
, (2)
where T is the local equilibrium temperature and N˜ = Ndof/(2π)
3 is the normalization constant with Ndof being the
number of internal degrees of freedom. The four-velocity Uµ in (2) is the eigenvector of the stress-energy tensor
UµT
µν = EUν , (3)
which implies that we adopt the Landau prescription for U while E is the proper energy density.
A. Anisotropic distribution function
Anisotropic hydrodynamics is a reorganization of the hydrodynamics expansion around a non isotropic background.
In order to obtain viscous hydrodynamics from an underlying kinetic theory, one usually expands the distribution
function around the local equilibrium distribution
f = feq. + δf. (4)
The deviation from local equilibrium δf is assumed to be small, therefore justifying a perturbative treatment of the
viscous corrections that depend upon it, namely the shear and bulk pressure corrections πµν and Π. The inverse
Reynolds numbers, R−1Π = Π/Peq., R−1pi =
√
πµνπµν/Peq., measure the validity of the perturbative treatment. In
heavy ions collisions these numbers can be quite large, especially for the early dynamics.
In anisotropic hydrodynamics this problem is addressed by expanding the the distribution function around an
anisotropic background
3f = fansiso + δf˜ . (5)
In this situation the pressure corrections read
πµν = πµνaniso + π˜
µν Π = Πaniso + Π˜. (6)
The anisotropic background is contributing to the pressure correction through πµνaniso and Πaniso, which are treated
in a non perturbative approach. The modified Reynolds numbers R˜−1
Π˜
= Π˜/Peq., R˜−1p˜i =
√
π˜µν π˜µν/Peq. have exactly
the same role as the Reynolds numbers in viscous hydrodynamics, however it must be noted that π˜µν and Π˜ can be
very small even when the total pressure corrections are large, as long as πµνaniso and Πaniso can take into account the
main contributions. In this way the anisotropic hydrodynamics expansion can still remain valid far away from local
equilibrium, in contrast with the more familiar viscous hydrodynamics approach.
In this paper I will focus on the leading order of the anisotropic expansion faniso, that is the zeroth order in the
π˜µν and Π˜ corrections. From now on I will omit the · · ·aniso part, understanding that the distribution function f is
the leading order faniso. For more information about the next to leading orders see Ref. [43].
In the original formulations of aHydro, the basic assumption used is that the distribution function f may be very
well approximated by the RS form [44]. The use of this form is, however, not satisfactory in the cases where the
transverse expansion is taken into account and/or violations of boost invariance are included. In particular, viscous
dynamics generates different pressure corrections in different directions in the transverse plane, while the RS form
allows for the difference between the longitudinal and transverse pressures only in the local rest frame. Having in
mind these difficulties, in this work I will use a generalization of the RS form introduced in [47], namely
f = N˜ exp
(
− 1
λ
√
pµΞµνpν
)
, (7)
where the anisotropy tensor Ξµν reads
Ξµν = UµUν + ξµν − φ∆µν , (8)
with ξµν being the spatial, traceless part of Ξµν , and φ being a degree of freedom controlling the trace of Ξµν . The
projector ∆µν is ∆µν ≡ gµν − UµUν .
In Eq. (8) we neglect terms proportional to the products of space four vectors with U , since they are incompatible
with the Landau prescription for the four-velocity. We do not multiply UµUν by an extra scalar degree of freedom
either, since this degree of freedom can be removed by rescaling other quantities, along with the momentum scale λ.
This prescription is one of the simplest allowing for, possibly large, anisotropies and having the local equilibrium
as a particular case. In the momentum space, the equal occupation number surface instead of being spherical, has
an ellipsoidal form. Differently from previous prescriptions, in this work the direction having the largest deformation
does not have to be exactly the longitudinal one.
B. Zeroth and first moments of Boltzmann equation
I am using a shorthand notation for the Lorentz invariant momentum measure
dP ≡ d
3
p
E
=
d3p√
m2 + p2
, (9)
with m being the particle mass, and p = (p2x + p
2
y + p
2
z)
1/2. The zeroth moment of the kinetic equation (1) is∫
dP pµ∂µf =
1
τeq.
Uµ
∫
dP pµ
(
feq. − f
)
. (10)
Because of the invariance of both the aHydro distribution function (7) and the local equilibrium distribution (2) with
respect to the p→ −p transformation in the local rest frame (LRF), we have
Nµ ≡
∫
dP pµf = nUµ, Nµeq. =
∫
dP pµfeq. = neq. U
µ. (11)
4Therefore
Dn+ nθ =
1
τeq.
(
neq. − n
)
, (12)
where D ≡ Uµ∂µ is the convective derivative (i.e., the time derivative along the fluid flux lines), and θ is the expansion
scalar θ ≡ ∂µUµ. Having no particle conservation, however, the particle density n will be in general different from
neq..
The first moment of the Boltzmann equation yields∫
dP pµpν ∂µf =
1
τeq.
Uµ
∫
dP pµpν
(
feq. − f
)
. (13)
Using the kinetic definition of the stress-energy-momentum tensor, T µν =
∫
dP pµpν f (for instance, see [56]), the last
equation can be rewritten as
∂µT
µν =
1
τeq.
Uµ
(
T µνeq. − T µν
)
=
1
τeq.
(
Eeq. − E
)
Uν . (14)
The Landau matching condition, E = Eeq., ensures local energy-momentum conservation and provides a formula that
can be used to determine the effectve temperature T , namely
E = Eeq. = 4πN˜ T 4mˆ2eq.
[
3K2(mˆeq.) + mˆeq.K1(mˆeq.)
]
, (15)
where the notation mˆeq. ≡ m/T has beeen used. The equilibrium particle density neq. and the equilibrium pressure
Peq. are then obtained from the expressions
neq. = 4πN˜ T
3mˆ2eq.K2(mˆeq.), (16)
Peq. = 4πN˜ T 4mˆ2eq.K2(mˆeq.). (17)
Note that Peq. (similarly to neq.) is different from its non-equilibrium counterpart.
III. SELECTION OF DYNAMIC EQUATIONS
There are eleven degrees of freedom in this formulation of anisotropic hydrodynamics: the effective temperature
T , three independent components of the four-velocity Uµ, the momentum scale λ, the scalar φ, and five independent
components of the space-like traceless symmetric rank two tensor ξµν . In order to locally conserve energy and
momentum, it is necessary to fulfill the equations coming from the first moment of the Boltzmann equation (14) and
the Landau matching condition (15). The latter is an algebraic equation, completely defining the momentum scale λ
through the effective temperature T , the shear anisotropy tensor ξµν , and the bulk parameter φ. With the help of
the Landau matching (15), Eq. (14) leads directly to local energy-momentum conservation
∂µT
µν = 0. (18)
One can use a general decomposition of T µν in the Landau frame
T µν = T µνeq. + π
µν −Π∆µν = E UµUν −
(
Peq. +Π
)
∆µν + πµν , (19)
and obtain the time evolution of the proper energy density (connected directly with the effective temperature) by
projecting (18) along the four-velocity Uν . In this way
DEeq. = −
(
Eeq. + Peq. +Π
)
θ + πµνσµν , (20)
where σµν = ∂〈µUν〉. Here, the angular brackets are shorthand notation for the following tensor structure
A
〈µν〉 = ∆µναβA
αβ =
1
2
(
∆µα∆
ν
β +∆
ν
α∆
µ
β −
2
3
∆µν∆αβ
)
A
αβ . (21)
5On the other hand, the three independent components of the spatial part of Eq. (18), i.e., the ∆µν projection, provide
the time evolution of the four-velocity(
Eeq. + Peq. +Π
)
DUµ = ∇µPeq. +∇µΠ+∆µρ∂σπρσ , (22)
where ∇µ ≡ ∆µν∂ν is the spatial gradient.
Accepting (20) and (22) as a consequence of the energy-momentum conservation, there are still six extra equations
needed for closing the system of dynamic equations, five for ξµν and one for φ. Unfortunately, there is no clear
prescription for choosing these additional equations, as there are no other physical constraints that may directly fix
all of them. Obviously, the zeroth moment is not sufficient to close the system of equations for ξµν and φ, and it is
necessary to use higher moments. The second moment is a natural candidate as its tensor structure is sufficient to
determine six independent equations.
In this work, I propose to use the zeroth and the second moment of the Boltzmann equation, and to choose the
necessary equations by the requirement that they have the same geometric properties as corrections they have to
describe. Hence, I first use the space-like, symmetric, and traceless part of the second moment. The selection of
the remaining scalar equation is less straightforward, so I am taking into account three possible cases: in the first
case to take directly the zeroth moment, in the second case to use the trace of the space-like part of the second
moment, finally, in the third case to choose the four-velocity projection of the second moment. All these cases have
a close-to-equilibrium limit which agrees with second-order viscous hydrodynamics including the shear-bulk coupling
(close to equilibrium, ξµν and φ become proportional to the pressure corrections πµν and Π), as it will be discussed
in Sec. V. The difference remains in different forms of the (kinetic) coefficients which appear in the derived equations.
In this paper, the problem of the correct selection of the bulk equation will not be addressed further, and I leave it for
further numerical study, where the predictions of this framework (with different options for the bulk dynamics) will
be confronted with the exact solutions of the Boltzmann kinetic equations. This can be done in an analogous way as
in Refs. [57, 58].
IV. SECOND MOMENT
The second moment of the Boltzmann equation reads
∂λΘ
λµν =
1
τeq.
Uλ
[
Θλµνeq. −Θλµν
]
. (23)
The rank three tensor Θλµν is the third moment of the anisotropic distribution function f , while Θλµνeq. is the third
moment of the equilibrium distribution feq.. Using Eq. (7), because of p→ −p invariance (LRF), it is possible to use
the following decomposition
Θλµν =
∫
dP pλpµpνf = ΘUU
λUµUν + UλΘµν + UµΘνλ + UνΘλµ, (24)
with the rank two tensor Θµν being
Θµν = Uα∆
µ
β∆
ν
γ Θ
αβγ . (25)
The rank two tensor Θµν itself can be written explicitly as a sum of the traceless and “traceful” part
Θµν = Θ〈µν〉 − 1
3
∆µνΘtr., (26)
where
Θtr. = −∆αβΘαβ =
∫
d3p p2 f. (27)
Here, the sign convention has been chosen in such a way as to yield positive Θtr.. The last equality in (27) holds in
the local rest frame.
6A. Shear equations
In order that the number of equations obtained from the second moment is equal to the number of independent
components in ξµν , I will take the traceless and orthogonal part of the second moment with respect to the four-velocity
U . In this way it reads
∆µναβ∂λΘ
λαβ =
1
τeq.
Uλ∆
µν
αβ
[
Θλαβeq. −Θλαβ
]
= − 1
τeq.
Θ〈µν〉, (28)
where, in the last passage, it has been used the rotational invariance of the equilibrium distribution function in the
local rest frame, resulting in a vanishing Θ
〈µν〉
eq. . In the next step, using (24), the left-hand side of (28) can be handled
in the following way
∆µναβ∂λΘ
λαβ = ∂λ
(
∆µναβΘ
λαβ
)
−Θλαβ∂λ∆µναβ = D
(
∆µναβΘ
αβ
)
+ θΘ〈µν〉 −Θλαβ∂λ∆µναβ . (29)
Using Eq. (24) again in the last expression, it is possible to rewrite Eq. (28) as
DΘ〈µν〉 +
5
3
θΘ〈µν〉 + 2Θ
〈µ
λ σ
ν〉λ − 2Θ〈µλ ων〉λ = −
1
τeq.
Θ〈µν〉, (30)
where I used the standard decomposition of the four velocity gradient
∇µUν = σµν + 1
3
θ∆µν + ωµν , (31)
with ωµν ≡ (∇µUν −∇νUµ)/2 ≡ ∇[µUν] being the vorticity.
B. Bulk viscosity equations from the second moment
The tensor equation (30) includes five independent equations needed to determine the shear dynamics. Therefore,
it remains the the problem of finding the last missing equation which determines the bulk dynamics. The latter can
be determined either from the zeroth moment or from a combination of the equations included in the second moment.
It is possible to construct two scalar equations from the second moment in a natural way by contracting it with
∆µν or with UµUν .
Considering now the first possibility for selecting the necessary equation, namely the trace of Eq. (23)
∆µν∂λΘ
λµν = − 1
τeq.
[
Θeq.tr. −Θtr.
]
. (32)
Following the same procedure as was used for the shear equations, the last equation reads
∆µν∂λΘ
λµν = −∂λ
(
UλΘtr.
)
−Θλµν∂λ∆µν = −DΘtr. − θΘtr. −Θλµν∂λ∆µν , (33)
which finally leads to
DΘtr. +
5
3
θΘtr. − 2Θ〈µν〉σµν =
1
τeq.
[
Θeq.tr. −Θtr.
]
. (34)
Alternatively, the UµUν projection of the second moment gives
UµUν∂λΘ
λµν =
1
τeq.
[
Θeq.U −ΘU
]
. (35)
Using the definition of ΘU in (24), it is possible to write
ΘU =
∫
dP (pµUµ)
3 f =
∫
dP (pµUµ)
[
m2 − pµ∆µνpν
]
= m2 n+Θtr.. (36)
7A very similar relation holds for the left-hand side of Eq. (35), namely
UµUν∂λΘ
λµν = ∂λ
(
UλΘU
)
−Θλµν∂λ
(
UµUν
)
= DΘU + θΘU +Θ
λµν∂λ∆µν
= m2 (Dn+ n θ) +
[
DΘtr. + θΘtr. +Θ
λµν∂λ∆µν
]
= m2 (Dn+ n θ) +
[
DΘtr. +
5
3
θΘtr. − 2Θ〈µν〉σµν
]
. (37)
Therefore, Eq. (35) is a linear combination of the zeroth moment of the Boltzmann equation and Eq. (32)
m2
(
Dn+ n θ
)
+
[
DΘtr. +
5
3
θΘtr. − 2Θ〈µν〉σµν
]
=
1
τeq.
{
m2
[
neq. − n
]
+
[
Θeq.tr. −Θtr.
]}
. (38)
In general, any linear combination of Eq. (12) and (34) is acceptable, not only Eq. (38). In the next section I will show
that all three considered cases have the correct close-to-equilibrium limit, leaving the selection of the best equation
for further study.
V. CLOSE-TO-EQUILIBRIUM BEHAVIOR AND PRESSURE CORRECTIONS
In the close-to-equilibrium limit, the anisotropy tensor ξµν and the scalar φ defined by the formula (8) become
proportional to the shear and bulk pressure corrections, πµν and Π, respectively. The latter are defined by the
standard decomposition of the stress energy momentum tensor with the Landau prescription for the four velocity
in (19). The connection between πµν and ξµν can be easily seen using geometrical arguments, just considering
the linear contribution in the allegedly small anisotropy parameters. On the other hand, since there are two scalar
quantities for the non-equilibrium distribution, the proportionality between Π and φ is less trivial. However, expanding
the anisotropic distribution (7) around the equilibrium one,
f ≃ feq.
[
1 +
λ− T
T 2
(p · U)− 1
2T (p · U)
(
ξµν − φ∆µν
)
pµpν
]
, (39)
and make use of the Landau matching (15), it is possible to remove the λ − T correction and prove the following
expansion
T µν ≃ T µνeq. −̟ξ(m,T )ξµν +Πφ(m,T )φ. (40)
Therefore, up to the leading order, the pressure corrections read
Π = −Πφ(m,T )φ, πµν = −̟ξ(m,T )ξµν . (41)
For the definition of the functions ̟ξ and Πφ in (41) see Appendix VII B.
Equations (30) look quite similar to the second-order viscous hydrodynamics equations for the shear pressure
correction. Equation (12) is the particle creation equation in RTA, while Eq. (34) and, to a lesser extent, Eq. (38)
resemble equations for the isotropic pressure correction Π.
Indeed, as it will be shown below, Eq (30) reduces to
τpiDπ
〈µν〉 + πµν = 2η σµν + 2 τpi π
〈µ
λ ω
ν〉λ − τpipi π〈µλ σν〉λ − δpipi πµνθ + λpiΠΠσµν + φ6Ππµν + φ7 π〈µλ πν〉λ, (42)
in the close-to-equilibrium limit, and all the scalar equations (12), (34) and (38) reduce to
τΠDΠ+Π = −ζ θ − δΠΠΠ θ + λΠpi πµνσµν + φ1Π2 + φ3 πµνπµν . (43)
Both Eq. (42) and (43) are a particular case of the most general equation for shear and bulk viscosity that can be
extracted from kinetic theory using the approach of Ref. [25], up to the second order in the Knudsen1 and/or inverse
1 The Knudsen number is the ratio between the microscopic and macroscopic scale lmicro./Lmacro.. It is usually thought to be the same
for both time and space scales, and the derivatives of macroscopic quantities are supposed to be proportional to it. Therefore the order
of gradients of a term equals the power in the Knudsen number.
8Reynolds numbers. It is interesting to note that they have a similar structure of the very successful prescriptions for
viscous hydrodynamics, which have been tested in Ref. [50], with the difference of having non-vanishing φ1, φ3, φ6
and φ7 transport coefficients. They all include the bulk-shear couplings, necessary for the correct description of the
isotropic pressure correction (see Ref. [49]).
Making use of the expansion (39), in the close-to-equilibrium limit one may write
Θ〈µν〉 ≃ g(m,T )πµν , Θtr. ≃ Θeq.tr. + htr.(m,T )Π, n ≃ neq. − h0(m,T )Π. (44)
Consequently, the derivatives of these expressions are as follows
DΘ〈µν〉 = ∆µναβDΘ
αβ ≃ ∆µναβD
[
g παβ − 1
3
(
Θeq.tr. + htr.Π
)
∆αβ
]
= g∆µα∆
ν
β Dπ
αβ + πµν Dg,
DΘtr. ≃ D
(
Θeq.tr. + htr.Π
)
= htr.DΠ+ΠDhtr. +DΘ
eq.
tr. , (45)
Dn ≃ −h0DΠ−ΠDh0 +Dneq.,
In order to have a meaningful comparison with second order viscous hydrodynamics it is necessary to include a
second order expansion of Θµν and n. On the left hand side of Eqs. (12), (30), (34) and (38), all of the terms are
multiplied by gradients of the four velocity, or they appear as a convective derivative. They are therefore at least of
first order in gradients (i.e. first order in Knudsen number). On the other hand the right hand side is zeroth order
in Knudsen number. Neglecting the second order corrections, some second order terms on pressure corrections would
be systematically neglected. In the physically meaningful case where both the pressure corrections and the gradients
are small, these corrections are expected to be of the same order of magnitude as the other considered. Taking into
account the next to leading order in the close-to-equilibrium limit, Eqs. (44) read
Θ〈µν〉 ≃ g(m,T )
{
πµν − φ6 Ππµν − φ7 π〈µλ πν〉λ
}
, (46)
Θtr. ≃ Θeq.tr. + htr.(m,T )
{
Π− φtr.1 Π2 − φtr.3 πµνπµν
}
,
n ≃ neq. − h0(m,T )
{
Π− φ01 Π2 − φ03 πµνπµν
}
,
for the definitions of g, htr., h0, φ6, φ7, φ
tr.
1 , φ
tr.
3 , φ
0
1 and φ
0
3 see Appendix VII B.
Using Eqs. (46) and (45), the shear equation (30) reads
Dπ〈µν〉 +
1
τeq.
πµν =
2
3
Θeq.tr.
g
σµν + 2 π
〈µ
λ ω
ν〉λ − 5
3
θ πµν − 2 π〈µλ σν〉λ +
2
3
htr.
g
Πσµν −D ln(g)πµν (47)
+
φ6
τeq.
Ππµν +
φ7
τeq.
π
〈µ
λ π
ν〉λ.
The term D ln(g) contains derivatives of the temperature T . In order to remove them, it can be used the exact relation
DT = −Eeq. + Peq.
∂TEeq. θ −
1
∂T Eeq. θΠ +
1
∂TEeq.σµνπ
µν , (48)
which stems directly from Eq. (20), plugging the formula for the energy density in (15). Therefore, the convective
derivative D ln(g) reads
D ln(g) =
∂T g
g
DT = −∂T g
g
(Eeq. + Peq.
∂TEeq.
)
θ − ∂T g
g ∂T Eeq. θΠ +
∂T g
g ∂TEeq.σµνπ
µν . (49)
Keeping only the linear correction in ξµν and φ (πµν and Π), Eq. (47) can be rewritten as
Dπ〈µν〉 +
1
τeq.
πµν =
2
3
Θeq.tr.
g
σµν + 2 π
〈µ
λ ω
ν〉λ −
[
5
3
− ∂T g
g
(Eeq. + Peq.
∂T Eeq.
)]
θ πµν − 2 π〈µλ σν〉λ +
2
3
htr.
g
Πσµν (50)
+
φ6
τeq.
Ππµν +
φ7
τeq.
π
〈µ
λ π
ν〉λ.
The situation is very similar for the scalar equations. Indeed, up to second order, Eq. (12) reads
9DΠ+
1
τeq.
Π =
neq.
h0
θ − θΠ+ 1
h0
Dneq. −D ln(h0)Π + φ
0
1
τeq.
Π2 +
φ03
τeq.
πµνπ
µν . (51)
Both h0 and neq. are functions of the temperature T . For calculating their convective derivative it is possible to use
again Eq. (48) and neglect the terms which are non-linear in the pressure corrections. Hence the particle creation
equation (12) reads
DΠ+
1
τeq.
Π = − 1
h0
(
∂Tneq.
Eeq. + Peq.
∂TEeq. − neq.
)
θ −
(
1 +
∂Tneq.
h0 ∂TEeq. −
∂Th0
h0
Eeq. + Peq.
∂TEeq.
)
θΠ (52)
+
∂Tneq.
h0 ∂TEeq. πµνσ
µν +
φ01
τeq.
Π2 +
φ03
τeq.
πµνπ
µν ,
the formula (34) becomes
DΠ+
1
τeq.
Π = − 1
htr.
(
5
3
Θeq.tr. − ∂TΘeq.tr.
Eeq. + Peq.
∂T Eeq.
)
θ −
(
5
3
− ∂TΘ
eq.
tr.
htr. ∂TEeq. −
∂Thtr.
htr.
Eeq. + Peq.
∂TEeq.
)
θΠ (53)
+
1
htr.
(
2g − ∂TΘ
eq.
tr.
∂TEeq.
)
πµνσ
µν +
φtr.1
τeq.
Π2 +
φtr.3
τeq.
πµνπ
µν ,
while Eq. (38) has the form
DΠ+
1
τeq.
Π = − 1
htr. −m2h0
[
5
3
Θeq.tr. +m
2neq. −
(
∂TΘ
eq.
tr. +m
2∂Tneq.
) Eeq. + Peq.
∂TEeq.
]
θ
− 1
htr. −m2h0
{
5
3
htr. −m2h0 −
[
∂TΘ
eq.
tr. +m
2∂Tneq. +
(
∂Thtr. −m2∂Th0
)(
Eeq. + Peq.
)] 1
∂TEeq.
}
θΠ
+
1
htr. −m2h0
[
2 g −
(
∂TΘ
eq.
tr. +m
2∂Tneq.
) 1
∂T Eeq.
]
πµνσ
µν
+
htr. φ
tr.
1 −m2 h0 φ01
τeq. (htr. −m2 h0) Π
2 +
htr. φ
tr.
3 −m2 h0 φ03
τeq. (htr. −m2 h0) πµνπ
µν . (54)
It is important to stress that for systems close to equilibrium the structure of the proposed equations is similar to the
one used in the very successful second-order hydrodynamics prescriptions discussed in Ref. [50]. They all include the
shear to bulk and bulk to shear couplings, absent in the standard Israel Stewart approach but necessary for the correct
description of the (0 + 1)D Bjorken dissipative expansion [49]. It is also interesting to note that the second-order
viscous hydrodynamics formulations discussed in Refs. [49, 50] and Eqs. (47), (52), (53) and (54) in the present work,
all provide the same shear to vorticity coupling, and the same Navier-Stokes limit (first order viscous hydrodynamics);
i.e. the values for the shear viscosity and bulk viscosity are numerically the same, despite the very different manner
in which they have been extracted. Another interesting comparison is the massless limit, where Eq. (50) reads
Dπ〈µν〉 +
1
τeq.
πµν = 2
η
τeq.
σµν + 2 π
〈µ
λ ω
ν〉λ − 4
3
θ πµν − 2 π〈µλ σν〉λ +
2
7
1
2η
π
〈µ
λ π
ν〉λ. (55)
In the conformal limit, both prescriptions for second order viscous hydrodynamics tested in Refs. [49, 50] give the
same transport coefficients, which agree with the results given in Ref. [9] as long as the system is close to the Navier-
Stokes solutions and it is possible to use the approximation σµν ≃ πµν/2η in the shear to shear correction. There
is agreement between these transport coefficients and the ones in Eq. (55), except for the last two, which can be
grouped together in a single one in this limit. The shear to shear correction is then 6/5 larger then the one in Ref. [9].
This is not completely unexpected. The pressure corrections (6) are not fully described by the leading order in the
anisotropic expansion. The consequences of this disagreement are not clear at the moment, however it is reasonable
to expect that the non non linear treatment of the pressure corrections in anisotropic hydrodynamics can compensate
for this shortcoming. The previous version of anisotropic hydrodynamics (see Refs. [45, 47, 48]), is not matching with
second order viscous hydrodynamics in (3+1)D, however, there is a matching in (1+1)D. If we perform a second order
expansion in the anisotropy parameters we recover the same, larger, shear to shear correction. Nonetheless there is a
striking agreement with the exact solution of the Boltzmann equation, both for the Bjorken flow [46, 47, 49], and for
the Gubser flow [48].
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, I have introduced a new formulation of anisotropic hydrodynamics for massive fluids. In contrast to
previous works, I have not used any simplifying assumptions, such as the longitudinal boost invariance or cylindrical
symmetry for the transverse expansion, providing a full (3 + 1)D framework at leading order. On the other hand,
my considerations have been based again on the Boltzmann kinetic equation with the collision term treated in the
relaxation-time approximation.
The newly developed framework of anisotropic hydrodynamics includes eleven equations — one for each degree of
freedom from the set containing: the temperature T , the three independent components of the four-velocity Uµ, the
momentum scale λ, the bulk degree of freedom φ, and five independent components of the spacelike, traceless, and
symmetric tensor ξµν . In order to locally conserve four-momentum, it is necessary to include among the proposed
equations the first moment of the Boltzmann equation (14) and the Landau matching (15). There are no obvious
other physical prescriptions to choose the remaining six equations. In this work, I have considered only the zeroth and
the second moment of the Boltzmann equation as a source for the extra equations; having in mind that the second
moment is the first in the sequence of moments which has enough independent components to close the system. As in
our previous work [45] I have proposed to use the second moment for describing the shear pressure correction, and I
have proved that Eqs. (30), when considered in the close-to-equilibrium limit, take a familiar form of the second-order
viscous hydrodynamics equations for the shear pressure corrections.
Using a simple argument of matching between the geometrical properties of the proposed equation and the correction
this equation should describe, I have found that there is more than one option for the scalar equation describing the
bulk viscous dynamics. Consequently, in this work I have examined three possible cases as possible equations for the
isotropic pressure correction: i) the particle creation equation (12), i.e., the zeroth moment, ii) the trace of the second
moment of the Boltzmann equation (34) and, finally, iii) the four velocity projection (38) of the second moment. All
of them provide the correct close to equilibrium limit, see Eqs. (52), (53), and (54), respectively. An interesting way
to select one of the three formulations would be to confront their results with the exact solutions of the Boltzmann
kinetic equation, in an analogous way as it has been done before in Refs. [57, 58].
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VII. APPENDIX: EXPLICIT FORMULAS
A. Anisotropic expansion
In this Appendix I collect the exact expressions for the integrals used in the anisotropic hydrodynamics equations.
In order to do so, it is convenient to use a smooth orthonormal basis {U,Xi}, with the four-velocity U as the time
direction, and three vector fields fulfilling
UµX
µ
i = 0, ∀i gµν Xµi Xνj = −δij . (56)
For instance, it is possible to take the lab frame spatial directions and obtain the Xµi four vectors using the Gram-
Schmidt orthonormalization procedure. The stress-energy-momentum tensor then reads
T µν = EUµUν + P ijXµi Xνj . (57)
Starting with the proper energy density, in the local rest frame it reads
E =
∫
dP (p · U)2 f = N˜
∫
d3p
√
m2 + p2 exp
{
− 1
λ
√
m2 + p ·M · p
}
, (58)
where the 3× 3 matrix M is
Mij = ξij + (1 + φ)δij . (59)
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It is important to note thatM must be positive-definite, otherwise there would be an imaginary part of the Boltzmann
function. That means, that there exists a rotation R diagonalizing the matrix M ,
R ·M · R−1 = diag(α1, α2, α3), (60)
where the eigenvalues αi are all positive. The energy density thus reads
E = N˜
∫
d3p
√
m2 + p2 exp

− 1λ
√
m2 +
∑
k
αk(pk)2

 =
=
N˜√
α1α2α3
∫
d3p
√
m2 +
∑
k
(pk)2
αk
exp
{
− 1
λ
√
m2 + p2
}
. (61)
Performing another rotation back to the original frame, one finds
E =
√
det(M−1)
∫
d3p
√
m2 + p · (M−1) · p feq.(λ), (62)
where feq.(λ) is the local equilibrium distribution with the momentum scale λ instead of the temperature T . It is
straightforward to check that this formula reduces to the one presented in Ref. [47] in the (0 + 1)D case.
A very similar procedure can be used for P ij , namely
P ij =
√
det(M−1)
∑
k
(M−1)ik
{
2 ∂(M−1)kj
[
E√
det(M−1)
]}
, (63)
and for Θij , which gives
Θij = (M−1)ij
√
det(M−1) Θeq.tr. (λ), (64)
where Θeq.tr. (λ) is just Θ
eq.
tr. with λ instead of the equilibrium temperature T .
B. Close to equilibrium limit and transport coefficients
The close-to-equilibrium formulas (50), (52), (53) and (54) depend on the the proper energy density Eeq., equilibrium
pressure Peq., equilibrium particle number neq., and the quantities Θeq.tr. , g, h0, htr., φ6, φ7, φtr.1 , φtr.3 , φ01 and φ03. I have
already shown the explicit formulas for the first three quantities in Eqs. (15), (16) and (17). For the other quantities,
it is useful to introduce the integrals
In,q = α
−1(q)
∫
dP (p · U)n−2q(p ·∆ · p)qfeq., α(q) = (−1)q(2q + 1)!! (65)
In this way, the function Θeq.tr. can be written as
Θeq.tr. (m,T ) = −α(1) I3,1(m,T ) = 3 I3,1(m,T ). (66)
In order to get the formulas for the other quantities it is necessary to have a second order expansion of the distribution
function
f ≃ feq.
{
1 +
λ− T
T 2
(p · U)
[
1 +
λ− T
T 2
(
1
2
(p · U)− T
)]
− 1
2T (p · U)
(
ξµν − φ∆µν
)
pµpν
[
1 +
λ− T
T 2
(
(p · U)− T
)]
+
1
8T 2(p · U)3
(
ξµν − φ∆µν
)(
ξρσ − φ∆ρσ
)
pµpνpρpσ
[
(p · U) + T
]}
, (67)
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Because of symmetry, all of the moments of feq. must be proportional only to the four velocity U
µ, the projection ∆µν
and combinations thereof. It can be shown that stress-energy tensor, i.e. the second moment of the full distribution
function f , reads
T µν ≃ T µνeq.
+
{
λ− T
T 2
[
I3,0 +
λ− T
T 2
(
1
2
I4,0 − TI3,0
)]
− 3φ
2T
[
I3,1 +
λ− T
T 2
(
I4,1 − TI3,1
)]
+
+
1
8T 2
(
I4,2 + TI3,2
)(
2 ξµνξ
µν + 15φ2
)}
UµUν
+
{
−λ− T
T 2
[
I3,1 +
λ− T
T 2
(
1
2
I4,1 − TI3,1
)]
+
5φ
2T
[
I3,2 +
λ− T
T 2
(
I4,2 − TI3,2
)]
− 1
8T 2
(
I4,3 + TI3,3
)(
35φ2 +
14
3
ξµνξ
µν
)}
∆µν
− 1
T
[
I3,2 +
λ− T
T 2
(
I4,2 − TI3,2
)]
ξµν − 1
8T 2
(
I4,3 + TI3,3
)(
8 ξ
〈µ
λ ξ
ν〉λ − 28φ ξµν
)
. (68)
after using (67), and performing all the integrals and tensor contractions. In order to write simpler formulas it is
convenient to use the Landau matching (15). If it is plugged it into (68), it reads
λ− T
T 2
I3,0 ≃ 3φ
2T
I3,1 +
λ− T
T 2
[
3φ
2T
(
I4,1 − TI3,1
)
− λ− T
T 2
(
1
2
I4,0 − TI3,0
)]
− 1
8T 2
(
I4,2 + TI3,2
)(
2 ξµνξ
µν + 15φ2
)
. (69)
The last approximation is the Landau matching, up to second order in deviations from equilibrium. The first order
is
λ− T
T 2
≃ 3φ
2T
c2s, (70)
where c2s = I3,1/I3,0 = ∂Peq./∂Eeq. is the square of the speed of sound.
In the right hand side of Eq. (69) the difference λ−T appears only on second order terms. Therefore, plugging the
first order approximation (70) into the right hand side of the second order approximation (69), the Landau Matching
reads
λ− T
T 2
≃ 3φ
2T
c2s +
9φ2
4T 2
c2s
(
I4,1
I3,0
− 1
2
c2s
I4,0
I3,0
)
− 1
8T 2
(
I4,2
I3,0
+ T
I3,2
I3,0
)(
2 ξµνξ
µν + 15φ2
)
. (71)
Plugging the Landau matching (71) in Eq. (68) the stress-energy-momentum tensor reads
T µν ≃ T µνeq +Πφ φ∆µν +Πφφ φ2∆µν +Πξξ ξρσξρσ ∆µν −̟ξ ξµν −̟φξ φ ξµν −̟ξξ ξ〈µλ πν〉λ. (72)
Recognizing then
Π ≃ −Πφ φ−Πφφ φ2 −Πξξ ξρσξρσ , πµν ≃ −̟ξ ξµν −̟φξ φ ξµν −̟ξξ ξ〈µλ ξν〉λ, (73)
where


Πφ =
1
2T
[
5I3,2 − 3 c2s I3,1
]
,
Πφφ =
1
8T 2
[
15 c2s
(
3I4,2 − TI3,2
)− 18 c4s ( 32I4,1 − 12 c2s I4,0 − TI3,1)− 35 ( I4,3 + TI3,3)] ,
Πξξ =
1
12T 2
[
3 c2s (I4,2 + TI3,2)− 7 (I4,3 + TI3,3)
]
,
(74)
and
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

̟ξ =
1
T I3,2,
̟φξ =
1
2T 2
[
3 c2s
(
I4,2 − TI3,2
)− 7 ( I4,3 + TI3,3)] ,
̟ξξ =
1
T 2
(
I4,3 + TI3,3
)
.
(75)
Naturally, the first order functions Πφ and ̟ξ could have been obtained just using the linear expansion of the
distribution function (39). All of the functions Πφ, Πφφ and Πξξ are vanishing in the massless limit as expected.
Eq. (46) stem from the expansion of Θµν and n, making use of Eq. (67), the Landau matching (71), (74) and (75).
Where
htr. = 3
5 I4,2 − 3 c2s I4,1
5I3,2 − 3 c2s I3,1
, g =
I4,2
I3,2
, h0 = 3
Eeq. c2s − Peq.
5I3,2 − 3 c2s I3,1
. (76)


φ6 =
[
3 c2s
(
I5,2 − TI4,2
)− 7 ( I5,3 + TI4,3)− 2 g T 2̟φξ] ( 2T 2Πφ̟ξ g)−1 ,
φ7 =
[
I5,3 + TI4,3 − g T 2̟ξξ
]
(T 2̟2ξ g)
−1,
(77)


φtr.1 = 3
[
15 c2s
(
I4,1
I3,1
I4,2 + T
I4,1
I3,1
I3,2 + 2I5,2 − 2TI4,2
)
− 18 c4s
(
I4,1
I3,1
I4,1 − 12
I4,1
I3,0
I4,0 +
1
2I5,1 − TI4,1
)
−35 ( I5,3 + TI4,3)− 8T 23 htr.Πφφ] (8T 2Π2φ htr.)−1
φtr.3 =
[
3
I4,1
I3,0
(I4,2 + TI3,2)− 7 (I5,3 + TI4,3)− 4T 2 htr.Πξξ
]
(4T 2̟2ξ htr.)
−1,
(78)


φ01 =
[
18 c4s
(
I4,1
I3,1
Eeq. − 12
I4,0
I3,0
Eeq. + T Peq.c2s −
1
2I3,0 − T Eeq.
)
− 15
(
I4,2
I3,0
Eeq. + T I3,2I3,0 Eeq. − I3,2 − TI2,2
)
−8T 2 h0Πφφ
]
(8T 2Π2φ h0)
−1
φ03 =
(
I3,2 + TI2,2 − I4,2I3,0 Eeq. − T
I3,2
I3,0
Eeq. − 4T 2 h0Πξξ
)
(4T 2̟2ξ h0)
−1.
(79)
Finally,there are the analytic formulas for the integrals In,q which are necessary for the transport coefficients.
Reminding that I2,0 = Eeq. and I2,1 = Peq.
I2,2 = (4πN˜)
T 4mˆ2eq.
30
{(
6− mˆ2eq.
)
K2(mˆeq.) + mˆ
2
eq.
[
3K0(mˆeq.)− 2mˆeq.
(
K1(mˆeq.)−Ki1
)]}
(80)
I3,0 = (4πN˜)T
5 mˆeq.
[
mˆeq.
(
mˆ2eq. + 12
)
K0(mˆeq.) +
(
5 mˆ2eq. + 24
)
K1(mˆeq.)
]
, (81)
I3,1 = (4πN˜)T
5 mˆ3eq.K3(mˆeq.), (82)
I3,2 =
(4πN˜)T 5 mˆ3eq.
15
{
mˆ2eq.
[
K1(mˆeq.)−Ki1(mˆeq.)
]
− mˆeq.K2(mˆeq.) + 3K3(mˆeq.)
}
, (83)
I3,3 =
(4πN˜)T 5 mˆ5eq.
105
1
2
{
15
mˆeq.
K4(mˆeq.) (84)
−
(
84
mˆ2eq.
+ 3
)
K3(mˆeq.)−
(
7− mˆ2eq.
) [ 1
mˆeq.
K2(mˆeq.)−K1(mˆeq.) +Ki1(mˆeq.)
]}
, (85)
I4,1 = (4πN˜)T
6 mˆeq.
[
mˆeq.
(
mˆ2eq. + 20
)
K0(mˆeq.) +
(
7mˆ2eq. + 40
)
K1(mˆeq.)
]
, (86)
I4,2 = (4πN˜)T
6 mˆ3eq.K3(mˆeq.), (87)
I5,1 = (4πN˜)T
7 mˆ3eq.
[(
30 + mˆ2eq.
)
K3(mˆeq.) + 5 mˆeq.K2(mˆeq.)
]
, (88)
I5,2 = (4πN˜)T
7 mˆ3eq.
[
6K3(mˆeq.) + mˆeq.K2(mˆeq.)
]
, (89)
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where Kn’s are the modified Bessel functions and
Ki1(x) =
∫ ∞
0
dη
e−x cosh η
cosh η
=
π
2
[
1− xK0(x)L−1(x)− xK1(x)L0(x)
]
(90)
with Ln(x) being a modified Struve function.
The remaining integrals can be written as a combination of the previous ones
I4,0 = 3I4,1 + T
2mˆ2eq.I2,0, (91)
I4,3 =
1
7
(
I4,2 − T 2mˆ2eq.I2,2
)
, (92)
I5,3 =
1
7
(
I5,2 − T 2mˆ2eq.I3,2
)
. (93)
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